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Executive Summary

Introduction and Purpose
Fleet electrification brings widespread benefits. As more companies that operate fleets consider electrification, fleet customers and their electric companies have an opportunity to partner to ensure that these benefits are realized.

Powering a fleet with electricity is different than using traditional fuels. The purpose of this guide is to identify some of the key areas where electric companies and their customers can work together to streamline the fleet electrification process. This guide is applicable to any company that operates a fleet, but it is particularly focused on medium- and heavy-duty vehicle fleets that likely will have higher power charging needs. “Electric vehicle” or “EV” refers to all vehicle types that plug in to charge, including light-, medium-, and heavy-duty vehicles.

This guide is organized around 10 key things that companies considering plugging in their fleets should know about electric companies and fleet electrification:

1) Engage with Your Electric Company Early and Often.
   Electric companies stand ready to partner with you to help make your fleet electrification goals a reality.

2) Keys to Success: Minimizing Fuel Cost and Choosing the Right Use Cases.
   At present, EVs require greater initial investment than traditional fleet vehicles. However, fuel cost savings can be significant. Managing the cost of electricity will be an important factor in the total cost of ownership.

   Make sure the EV selected is a good fit for your use case.

3) Electricity Is Delivered in Real Time. What Does That Mean for Fleets?
   The energy grid is ready for fleet electrification today, but the infrastructure needed to provide electricity to a given location is highly site-specific.

   Electric rates are designed to encourage efficient use of the energy grid, and fleets can manage their charging to use this to their advantage.

4) Your Electric Bill Depends on How You Charge.
   The cost of electricity depends on the fleet charging profile. In general, managing when the EVs charge, at what power level, and for how long will lower the cost.

5) Work with Your Electric Company to Get Your Facility Ready for Charging.
   The extent of service upgrades that may be needed will depend on a host of factors, including how many EVs will be charging concurrently and at what power level. Work with your electric company to evaluate what is needed.

   Plan ahead to ensure vehicle procurement aligns with the timing of any service upgrades.
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6) Before Buying the EV, Plan How to Charge It.
   Electric companies can help fleet operators make a holistic evaluation of their electricity supply costs and any infrastructure upgrade costs prior to embarking on a fleet electrification project.

7) Choose a Charging Solution that Meets Your Needs.
   Fleet customers should consider rightsizing, interoperability, and site design when evaluating charging infrastructure options.

8) EV Fleets Require Cooperation Between Fleet Operators and Energy Managers.
   Energy/facilities managers and fleet managers need to work together to support fleet electrification.

9) Electricity as a Fuel Means Thinking About Fuel Availability in New Ways.
   The energy grid is highly reliable; however, certain times will call for customers to plan for new and different approaches to managing their fuel supply.

10) EV Fleet Operators Have Many Options to Manage Costs.
    Customers can manage their costs by optimizing their fleet operating profile and managing their charging.

    Electric companies increasingly are offering programs that reduce the cost of deploying charging infrastructure and are offering rate options that may be well-suited for fleets.

Conclusion
Fleet electrification will require companies that operate EVs to think about their operations in new ways. As the electric transportation market evolves, close coordination between electric companies and their customers is essential to ensuring that the benefits of EVs are realized as quickly and as seamlessly as possible.
Introduction and Purpose

Electric companies, fleet customers, and a wide range of stakeholders are interested in accelerating transportation electrification. Vehicles powered by the energy grid today emit no tailpipe emissions and significantly less carbon dioxide (CO₂) than petroleum-powered vehicles, when measured on a lifecycle basis. This advantage only grows as electric companies continue to reduce CO₂ emissions.¹ By removing tailpipe emissions, EVs also can improve local air quality.² And, perhaps most important for companies that operate fleets, EVs offer the potential for operational cost savings.

Some of the factors that are driving fleet customers to consider electrification include:

- **Operating cost savings**: The potential to reduce fuel and maintenance costs and to realize lower vehicle lifecycle costs.
- **Corporate sustainability**: Reducing the footprint of fleet operations to help meet CO₂ reduction goals or other environmental goals.
- **Policy and regulation**: Leveraging government incentives designed to encourage adoption and complying with zero-emission mandates or targets.

This guide is a collaborative effort of the Edison Electric Institute (EEI), the American Public Power Association (APPA), and the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) that is intended to help educate fleet customers on some of the basics about electric companies and to identify areas where fleet customers and their electric companies can work together to streamline the fleet electrification process. It is intended for fleet customers that are considering fleet electrification or that already are heading down this path.

1) Engage with Your Electric Company Early and Often.

Electric companies stand ready to partner with you to help make your fleet electrification goals a reality.

While fleet electrification is still in a nascent stage, now is the time to prepare. Fleet electrification requires companies that operate fleets to think about their fuel in new ways, including consideration of electric rates and infrastructure upgrades. Electric companies, in partnership with their customers, can enable fleet electrification by advising on electric rates, helping to evaluate infrastructure needs, and identifying other solutions. Early engagement with electric companies will help customers achieve their fleet electrification goals efficiently and cost-effectively by better understanding the capabilities, roles, and responsibilities of each project partner.

Companies that are considering adding EVs to their fleet are encouraged to contact their electric company through their customer service representative. Some electric companies may have dedicated staff to handle electric transportation-related requests or programs designed for EV fleets.

Electric companies in the United States vary in terms of structure and size. The U.S. energy grid is built, operated, and maintained by approximately 125 investor-owned electric companies, 2,000 public power utilities, and 900 electric cooperatives. Each entity has a defined service territory and different ways of working with customers. As a result, electric fleet owners with operations that span multiple electric service territories may have to manage relationships with different electricity providers.

2) Keys to Success: Minimizing Fuel Cost and Choosing the Right Use Cases.

At present, EVs require greater initial investment than traditional fleet vehicles. However, fuel cost savings can be significant. Managing the cost of electricity will be an important factor in the total cost of ownership.

Figure 1. Example: Total Cost of Ownership of an Electric vs. Diesel Truck

Companies that operate fleets typically use metrics about the total cost of ownership (TCO) over the life of a vehicle to compare different technology paths. As shown in Figure 1, the fuel cost is often the second largest factor affecting the TCO after vehicle cost. Operating on electricity generally is less expensive than other fuels. EVs can offer fuel cost savings that help the overall business case for choosing an EV, but the cost of electricity depends on multiple factors, including local electric rates and charging behavior. Companies that operate electric fleets can partner with their electric companies to manage these factors to help make the electric option as competitive as possible.

3 Chart developed from: California Air Resources Board, Advanced Clean Trucks Total Cost of Ownership Discussion Document, Preliminary Draft for Comment. Values reflect the analysis for a 2018 Walk-In Stepvan that is driven 12,000 miles per year for 12 years. Revenue from the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, a California regulation, is shown here as “Incentive.” EV infrastructure costs are not included.
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The electric transportation market is still in an early stage. The upfront price premium that EVs command today is expected to decline over time, but early-mover fleets should consider the availability of incentives, as well as electric company rates and programs, in their overall business case.

Make sure the EV selected is a good fit for your use case.

Not every fleet application is a good fit for electrification today. Some of the factors that contribute to a fleet operating profile that is well-suited to electrification include:

- **Return-to-base:** Fleets may find it easier to charge their EVs at their own facilities instead of relying on limited public charging infrastructure.
- **Fixed routes with relatively short daily mileage:** EVs currently are better suited for routes that operate within a well-defined range, with enough downtime to allow for the battery to charge.
- **High utilization scenarios:** Applications with high vehicle utilization (high annual mileage) help maximize fuel costs savings to achieve a favorable TCO.

These factors help explain why electric transit buses have seen such success to date. Transit buses typically drive 35,000 miles per year within fixed routes, which helps transit agencies significantly reduce their fuel costs.4

As manufacturers continue to invest in EV technology and to overcome challenges related to battery weight and range, more applications will move from demonstration and limited commercial availability to full commercialization, as illustrated conceptually in Figure 2.5

**Figure 2. Stages of EV Commercialization for Select Fleet Applications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 8</th>
<th>Commercially Available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33,000 lbs. and over</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 7</th>
<th>Limited Commercial Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26,001 to 33,000 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 6</th>
<th>Demonstration/Prototype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19,501 to 26,000 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Class 5 | |
|---------| 16,001 to 19,500 lbs. |

| Class 4 | |
|---------| 14,001 to 16,000 lbs. |

| Class 3 | |
|---------| 10,001 to 14,000 lbs. |

| Class 2 | |
|---------| 6,001 to 10,000 lbs. |

| Class 1 | |
|---------| 6,000 lbs. or less |

4 Alternative Fuels Data Center, *Average Annual Vehicle Miles Traveled by Major Vehicle Categories*.  
3) Electricity Is Delivered in Real Time. What Does That Mean for Fleets?

The energy grid is ready for fleet electrification today, but the infrastructure needed to provide electricity to a given location is highly site-specific.

As electricity increasingly becomes a fuel for transportation, it helps to understand some of the differences between electricity and conventional fuels – and what this means for companies that seek to operate EV fleets.

The amount of electricity that can be delivered to a customer in real time is a function of the size and type of infrastructure used to connect that customer to the energy grid. In addition, while diesel fuel can be stored in large quantities for extended periods of time, electricity is delivered in real time (or, in some cases, stored in a battery at a customer location). As a result, the energy grid is designed so that the largest amount of electricity that is required at one time (i.e., "peak demand") can be met. These factors have important implications for electric fleets, particularly how much it costs to bring (or expand) service to a facility and how much the fleet pays for electricity.

In general, the energy grid today has sufficient available capacity at the generation and transmission level to meet the needs of the additional electricity usage expected from electric fleets. At the local distribution level (where the electricity is delivered to the customer), additional upgrades may be needed to serve particular locations for EV fleet charging to address the increased demand for electricity. This is why early engagement with electric companies is critical.

The local distribution grid is comprised of circuits that are scaled to meet the needs of the customers they serve (see Figure 3). For example, a circuit designed to serve a large industrial customer may have a higher carrying capacity than a circuit in a residential neighborhood.

Figure 3. Diagram of the Energy Grid: Generation, Transmission, and Distribution

In some cases, a particular circuit may have sufficient available capacity for EV fleet charging. In other cases, upgrades may be needed to serve the additional demand for power, such as re-conductoring the

---

line, extending a new circuit to that location, or upgrading the transformer that serves the customer. This all depends on where the EV charging occurs on the energy grid.

The grid can expand as needed to accommodate the needs of any customer, but the time and resources needed to make the required upgrades are highly dependent on the specific facility and the circuit that serves it.

**Electric rates are designed to encourage efficient use of the energy grid, and fleets can manage their charging to use this to their advantage.**

Electric rates recover the costs of building, operating, and maintaining the energy grid. All customers who use the energy grid share in these costs. Therefore, the price of electricity (the electric “rate”) includes the cost of the electricity itself, as well as the costs of delivering electricity to customers over the energy grid.

Electric rates for commercial customers (which generally are the companies that operate electric fleets) typically include a fixed charge, an energy charge, and a demand charge:

- The fixed charge recovers those costs that do not change over time and is a flat monthly charge.
- The energy charge recovers costs that vary with a customer’s energy usage (i.e., kilowatt-hours, or “kWh”).
- The demand charge recovers costs that vary with the capacity needed to serve the highest or “peak” power demand (i.e., kilowatts, or “kW”). A demand charge reflects the cost of building the energy grid capacity needed to serve a customer’s peak demand. An electric fleet’s operating profile (e.g., when the EVs charge, at what power level, and for how long) affects the peak demand and, thus, the overall electric bill.

The cost of electricity to charge EVs may depend not only on the energy used, but also on the total amount of electricity being used at one time (the peak demand), and, if the rates are time-varying, the time of day when the charging occurs.

**4) Your Electric Bill Depends on How You Charge.**

The cost of electricity depends on the fleet operating profile. In general, managing when the EVs charge, at what power level, and for how long will lower the cost.

The cost of electricity depends on a number of factors, including the charging power required and the overall energy consumed. As discussed previously, electricity rates for commercial customers generally include three parts: a fixed charge, a demand charge, and an energy charge:

\[
\text{electric rate} = \text{fixed charge (fixed fee per month)} + \text{energy charge ($ per kWh consumed in the month)} + \text{demand charge ($ per kW of peak demand in the month)}
\]

Within this paradigm, electric companies typically offer multiple rate options and always are evaluating new rate options to meet the needs of particular customers, including specific EV charging rates.
Companies that plan to operate EV fleets should work with their electric companies to understand the rate options available and which rate is the best option.

To illustrate how a fleet’s operating profile may impact its electric bill, consider the two hypothetical scenarios shown in Figure 4.

- In both scenarios, four EV trucks drive 150 miles per day and consume 2 kWh per mile. This requires 1,200 kWh of energy each day. The trucks drive 20 days per month, for a total energy usage of 24,000 kWh each month.

- In both scenarios, the trucks charge overnight. However, the power level and duration of the charging is different:
  - In Scenario 1, the four trucks charge concurrently from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. at a power level of 150 kW each, resulting in a peak power demand of 600 kW.
  - In Scenario 2, the four trucks charge concurrently from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m. at a power level of 50 kW each, resulting in a peak power demand of 200 kW.

- In both scenarios, the electric rate is the same, as shown below. Note: this electric rate is for illustration purposes only.

  \[
  \text{electric rate} = \text{fixed charge} \quad ($25.00 \text{ per month}) \\
  + \text{energy charge} \quad ($0.07 \text{ per kWh consumed in the month}) \\
  + \text{demand charge} \quad ($12.00 \text{ per kW of peak demand in the month})
  \]

- The two fleet customers have very different electric bills due to their different fleet operating profiles:
  - The fleet customer in Scenario 1 pays a monthly electric bill of $8,905 for an effective electric rate of $0.37 per kWh.
  - The fleet customer in Scenario 2 pays a monthly electric bill of $4,105 for an effective electric rate of $0.17 per kWh.

The significant difference in the two electric bills is due to the difference in peak demand resulting from the different fleet operating profiles. Figure 4 shows the load profiles (the power demand over the course of a day) resulting from these two scenarios. Note: for ease of computation, only the EV charging is considered (e.g., not the electricity usage of the depot building), and the load profiles are simplified.

This example illustrates how a fleet customer can manage its bill by adjusting its fleet operating profile, namely when the EVs charge, at what power level, and for how long.
Figure 4. Load Profiles Resulting from Two Different Fleet Operating Profile Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 EV trucks charging at 150 kW</td>
<td>4 EV trucks charging at 50 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge for 2 hours (9 p.m. to 11 p.m.)</td>
<td>Charge for 6 hours (9 p.m. to 3 a.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak demand: 600 kW</td>
<td>Peak demand: 200 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily energy delivered: 1,200 kWh</td>
<td>Daily energy delivered: 1,200 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly electric bill: $8,905</td>
<td>Monthly electric bill: $4,105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective electric cost: $0.37/kWh</td>
<td>Effective electric cost: $0.17/kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5) Work with Your Electric Company to Get Your Facility Ready for Charging.

The extent of service upgrades that may be needed will depend on a host of factors, including how many EVs will be charging concurrently and at what power level. Work with your electric company to evaluate what is needed.

It is the electric company’s role to build the energy grid to meet the needs of its customers. The time and investment needed to accommodate new electricity usage on the grid is highly dependent on the existing distribution grid in that area, as well as the needs of the customer. As shown previously in Figure 4, the fleet charging profile impacts the peak demand of the facility where the EVs charge and, thus, could affect the extent of the infrastructure upgrades needed.
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Figure 5. The Extent of Infrastructure Upgrades Increases as a Step Change as More EVs Are Added (Illustration Only)

New electricity usage may trigger the need for upgrades. The non-linear nature of distribution upgrades is illustrated conceptually in Figure 5. For this illustration, the electric trucks are assumed to charge concurrently at 100 kW each. For example:

- **Minimal**: Upgrades to the customer facility may be required for a small EV fleet deployment (e.g., fewer than 10 electric trucks, or 1 megawatt (MW) of peak power demand).

- **Moderate**: Upgrades to the customer facility may be required. Some upgrades to the distribution system, such as construction of new lines into the facility that may require the electric company to obtain a right-of-way (e.g., 10-30 electric trucks, or 1-3 MW of peak power demand), also may be needed.

- **Extensive**: Upgrades to the customer facility may be required. Major construction further upstream on the distribution grid, such as an upgrade to a substation (e.g., more than 30 electric trucks, or 3 MW of peak power demand), also may be needed.

As shown in Figure 5, the upgrades increase as a step change: for example, the upgrades needed to serve the 11th electric truck would be much more extensive than the upgrades needed to serve the first 10 electric trucks. For this reason, it is important that fleet operators work with their electric companies early to evaluate the upgrades that may be required to support their electric fleet and to determine the time and any costs associated with these upgrades. Moderate and extensive upgrades may require a much longer lead-time to complete. For example, design and construction for a new transformer may take two to three months, while design and construction of new distribution lines or substation upgrades could take six months or longer.
Plan ahead to ensure vehicle procurement aligns with the timing of any service upgrades.

The policies and processes for upgrading infrastructure to serve new EV fleets will vary by electricity provider and will depend on factors specific to a fleet owner’s facility. In addition, the timing for any infrastructure upgrades relative to the timing for vehicle procurement and installation of charging stations at the facility should be considered in advance. Proper planning will ensure that the EV delivery schedule aligns with the schedule for charging station installation and energization. Early and frequent engagement with the electric company will provide a clear view of options, costs, and timing.

Companies considering adding EVs to their fleets typically can request an informal estimate from their electric company before proceeding with a formal application for new or upgraded service. This process varies by electric company, but customers generally receive an evaluation of their existing service and the extent of upgrades that may be needed. For these evaluations to yield useful information, it is important that fleet customers provide their electric companies with all relevant information. The Appendix contains an “Electric Service Evaluation Template for Electric Fleets” that customers can use to capture the information that may be useful in this process.

Once a company decides on the scope and parameters of its fleet electrification process, it can apply for new or upgraded service with its electric company. This process varies by electric company, but a general outline of the steps is shown in Figure 6. This process is familiar to developers planning new building construction, but may be unfamiliar to fleet managers.

Figure 6. Electric Company Process to Provide Upgraded Electrical Service

It is important for a company that operates fleets to provide as much information to the electric company as possible about its future fleet electrification plans. For example, even if a customer plans for a large fleet electrification project that will take a long time to complete, the project could be done in phases so that a small number of EVs can be accommodated in parallel to the larger build-out. This also allows electric companies to build in the capacity needed for future expansion, which will save costs in the long run.

6) Before Buying the EV, Plan How to Charge It.

Electric companies can help fleet operators make a holistic evaluation of their electricity supply costs and any infrastructure upgrade costs prior to embarking on a fleet electrification project.

For conventionally fueled fleets, the unit price of diesel is independent of how the vehicles operate. A company that operates diesel-fueled trucks may be able to buy diesel at $3.00 per gallon, for example,
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regardless of whether the fleet has two trucks or 20 trucks, and regardless of when they refuel. Fleet electrification is a new paradigm: the fuel costs (in this case the cost of electricity) and the upfront infrastructure costs are highly dependent on the fleet operating profile, specifically when the EVs charge, at what power level, and for how long.

**Figure 7. How to Evaluate the Cost of Electricity and Electric Infrastructure Upgrades**

In order to estimate the costs of electricity and electric infrastructure upgrades associated with a fleet electrification project, a fleet customer first will need to determine how its EVs will charge. Figure 7 illustrates how to step through this process, which is described in more detail below:

- **EV and charging equipment selection:** EVs and charging equipment, also known as Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE), are selected to meet the fleet’s operating requirements. While this guide does not address how to select vehicles or charging equipment in detail, electric companies and other groups may be able to help with these choices.7

- **Fleet operating profile:** Each EV in the fleet will have its own operating profile (e.g., miles driven per day, hours of operation, hours available to charge). The aggregate of each of the individual EV operating profiles at a given location is the overall fleet operating profile. Electric companies are interested in the fleet operating profile because it will determine how the EVs will charge at the facility, including when the EVs charge, at what power level, and for how long.

- **Load profile:** The EV and EVSE choices and the fleet operating profile (specifically, how the EVs will charge) together will determine the load profile at the facility (the electricity usage over time). See Figure 4 for an example of a load profile. Electric companies will use the load profile to estimate the cost of electricity for charging and the cost of any electric infrastructure upgrades. Fleet operators may not be familiar with load profiles, but fleet customers can work with electric companies to translate their fleet operating profile into a load profile.

---

Cost of electricity: Fleets can apply their load profile to the electric rate options provided by their electric company to estimate their cost of electricity. The cost of electricity is a critical piece of ongoing operation costs and the TCO.

Cost of electric infrastructure upgrades: Fleets can work with electric companies to evaluate the electric service they will need at their facility and estimate the costs of any electric infrastructure upgrades, if needed.

Iteration may be needed: This may not be a one-time, linear process. As fleets work with their electric company to evaluate electricity and upgrade costs, they may discover ways to adjust their fleet operating profile to reduce their costs, which may impact EV and EVSE choices. Fleets should allow for some iteration in this process before procuring vehicles or charging equipment.

Completing this evaluation generally requires input from the electric company. To help fleet customers capture the information needed to complete this evaluation, see the “Electric Service Evaluation Template for Electric Fleets” in the Appendix.

7) Choose a Charging Solution that Meets Your Needs.

Fleet customers should consider rightsizing, interoperability, and site design when evaluating charging infrastructure options.

The energy grid brings electricity all the way to the meter at a customer location. In Figure 8, this is shown as the “to the meter” infrastructure. The electrical panel and wiring “behind the meter” are generally the responsibility of the customer. The charging equipment (also known as the “charger” or “charging station” or “EVSE”) is the device that plugs into the EV to deliver electricity to the vehicle’s battery. In some electric company programs, the electric company may own or offer a rebate toward some of the infrastructure behind the customer meter.

---
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Some of the considerations to keep in mind when procuring charging equipment include:

- **Matching power levels to meet operational needs**: The peak power at which an EV may be charged is a function of both the vehicle’s battery management system and the charging station that is supplying the electricity. Charging stations should be rightsized to meet the operational needs of the fleet, which may not be the maximum power that the EV can accept.

- **Future-proofing with interoperability**: Standardization between vehicles and charging connectors is still evolving, as is communication protocols between charging stations and back-end networking services. Interoperability is a factor to consider, as it may give fleet owners optionality in the future to interchange EVs, charging stations, and charging network services from different vendors.

- **Designing the site for vehicle and electricity infrastructure access**: Where vehicles park in a depot may not be near an existing electrical panel, potentially requiring additional behind-the-meter investments. Furthermore, space constraints may influence the choice of charging equipment and how it is arranged at the site.

8) **EV Fleets Require Cooperation Between Fleet Operators and Energy Managers.**

Energy/facilities managers and fleet managers need to work together to support fleet electrification.

Organizations typically manage their buildings and facilities separately from their fleet operations—and, until recently, there has not been a need to merge these skillsets. When electricity is used as a fuel to power fleets, the same energy grid that delivers power to buildings becomes the fuel delivery system for vehicles. As fleets electrify, fleet operations will need to evolve to take on some of the same competencies of energy and facilities operations.
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Many commercial customers today have teams that already are experienced in working with electric companies on energy management and electrical service needs, typically known as energy managers or facilities managers. Figure 9 describes some of the areas in which companies that operate electric fleets may benefit from leveraging the expertise of their energy and facilities managers.

**Figure 9. Expertise from Facilities Operations Will Help Inform Fleet Operations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilities Operations</th>
<th>Electric Fleet Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>Electricity is purchased and delivered via electric companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>EV delivery timeline will need to align with charging infrastructure installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>Maximizing vehicle utilization will need to be balanced with energy management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiar with electric companies and electric rates</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiar with long lead times for new electrical service (e.g., new building construction)</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiar with optimizing facility energy usage to minimize electricity costs</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fleet electrification will require organizations to work across traditional silos. Decisions about fleet operations could have large impacts on overall electricity costs and energy usage. For example, the budget for infrastructure upgrades and charging equipment needed to charge EVs may be part of the facilities budget and not the fleet budget. Likewise, the facilities budget may see an increase in the electric bill from EV charging, but the diesel fuel savings may decrease the fleet operations budget. Working with electric companies early in a fleet electrification process will help organizations understand the overall impacts on cost and energy usage.

Electric companies also recognize that not all fleet customers are the same. Some fleets are based at facilities with relatively low energy use today, but these facilities could quickly become large energy users with fleet electrification. Furthermore, not all fleets may be part of large commercial organizations that have experience working with electric companies or managing their energy usage.

9) **Electricity as a Fuel Means Thinking About Fuel Availability in New Ways.**

The energy grid is highly reliable; however, certain times will call for customers to plan for new and different approaches to managing their fuel supply.

An important concern for any fleet operation is how to prepare for, and manage, potential fuel supply disruptions and operate in emergency situations. Electricity is no different, but it does introduce some new considerations.

The energy grid is highly reliable, with average uptime greater than 99.9 percent.9 While disruptions do occur on occasion, it is important to distinguish between different outage types. Short-duration outages

---

9 See, e.g., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, *The Future of the Electric Grid*, which states that customers in the U.S. can expect to experience between 2 and 8 hours each year without power.
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(e.g., 15 minutes or less) are not likely to cause a major disruption to fleet operations that have a multiple-hour window in which to charge. Longer-duration outages, such as those that may occur following a severe weather event like a hurricane, could be disruptive to operations. In these situations, long-duration outages often lead to shortages of traditional fuels as well.

Fleets can introduce risk mitigation and emergency preparedness into their operations in multiple ways:

- Fleet customers can determine the EV charging capability needed in a long-duration outage. Traditional operations may cease in a hurricane evacuation, for example, so a fleet may not need to plan for 100 percent charging capability in a multi-day outage situation.
- Fleet customers can take steps on their side of the meter, including storing energy in a battery and on-site generation, though these solutions will add cost.
- Fleet customers also can work with their electric companies for solutions. For example, electric companies may be able to supply redundant feeds to locations, which can reduce outage risk but increase project cost.

10) EV Fleet Operators Have Many Options to Manage Costs.

Customers can manage their costs by optimizing their fleet operating profile and managing their charging.

Understanding the full cost of using electricity as a fuel is complex, but provides new opportunities for fleets to manage their fleet operations and reduce their costs.

Fleet customers can optimize their fleet operating profile to minimize electricity costs. Some options include:

- **Maximize available charging time**: As discussed earlier, a fleet operating profile that maximizes the time available to charge (e.g., charging at lower power over a longer duration) generally will reduce electric costs.
- **More than one vehicle per charging station**: Alternatively, a single, higher-power charging station (that reduces the time to charge each vehicle) could charge multiple EVs sequentially. From an electric rate perspective, this is like each vehicle getting its own lower power charging station, but the cost of infrastructure may be lower.
- **Route planning**: Fleet customers may want to consider their routes and use cases. For example, staggering the depot return times of fleet vehicles so that their charging windows begin at different times may be less expensive from an electric rate perspective than charging all the vehicles at the same time.

Fleet customers also can manage their charging to reduce costs. Some options may include:

- **Manage charging station power**: Charging station management systems can modulate the power demand of individual charging stations. Such a system can be programmed so that the maximum power demand of an individual charging station, or a group of charging stations, does not exceed a certain threshold, for example.
- **Integrate building management systems**: Some commercial customers have energy management systems that optimize energy across an entire facility. If EV fleet charging is
connected to the building meter, the energy management system can time the EV fleet charging so that it is nonconcurrent with the peak building energy usage.

- **Supplement grid energy with on-site generation or energy storage:** A fleet charging station installation can be integrated with on-site generation or on-site energy storage. These systems can reduce the net energy peak that the electric company sees at the meter, for example. While these systems add upfront cost to a project, they potentially could add value in other ways, such as providing backup power.

**Electric companies increasingly are offering programs that reduce the cost of deploying charging infrastructure and are offering rate options that may be well-suited for fleets.**

Electric transportation has widespread benefits, including increased utilization of the energy grid that can put downward pressure on electric rates for all customers. Electric companies increasingly are offering programs designed to encourage electric transportation. Potential fleet owners should check with their electric company to see what program offerings may be available.

Some electric companies are offering hands-on advisory services for fleet customers. For example, National Grid in Rhode Island can assist customers with fleet electrification studies.¹⁰

Some electric companies provide charging infrastructure programs. These can take different forms, but, in general, are intended to reduce the cost to the customer to deploy charging infrastructure at its facility. An example is Southern California Edison’s (SCE’s) Charge Ready Transport program.¹¹ As shown in Figure 10, through this program SCE will provide a new service connection to serve the charging stations, as well as install and own the electrical infrastructure at the customer facility up to the charging stations.¹² The customer then procures its own charging stations. This structure essentially extends the electric company’s capital investment all the way to the charging station, significantly reducing the upfront infrastructure costs for the customer.

¹² Graphic: Southern California Edison, *Charge Ready Transport Program Handbook.* Used with permission from Southern California Edison.
Other electric company charging infrastructure programs may take different forms, such as offering rebates to offset the costs or allowing customers to pay for the cost of the infrastructure over time on their electric bill. Orlando Public Utilities Commission's (OUC's) Commercial EV Charging Service, for example, gives customers the choice of installing and owning charging stations that OUC provides or of allowing OUC to own, install, and maintain charging stations on the customer site for a fixed monthly fee.\(^\text{13}\)

Electric companies may offer different rate options for fleet customers. While existing commercial rates are designed to be fair and equitable for all customers, electric companies recognize that the unique use profile of electric fleets may not be well-matched to existing rates. Electric companies are exploring new programs and rate options to help their customers streamline the adoption of EVs into their fleets, such as:

- Rates that phase in the demand charge over time, giving customers time to evaluate and adjust their operations. One example: SCE’s EV rates for business customers.\(^\text{14}\)
- Pilot rates that are designed for customers that operate electric fleets. One example is Hawaiian Electric Company’s pilot rate for electric bus charging.\(^\text{15}\) Alameda Municipal Power offers an EV charging discount for certain fleet vehicles.\(^\text{16}\)

Input from customers is important to help inform these programs as they continue to evolve. Fleet customers are encouraged to collaborate with policymakers, vehicle manufacturers, charging infrastructure companies, and electric companies to accelerate fleet electrification.

\(^{13}\) https://www.ouc.com/business/commercial-ev-charging-service.


\(^{15}\) https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/puc-approves-special-rates-for-electric-buses.

# Appendix

## Electric Service Evaluation Template for Electric Fleets

- This template is intended for customers that are embarking on a fleet electrification project and are ready to begin evaluating their electric service needs. Filling out as much of the information as possible will help your electric company evaluate the electrical service needs for your project.

- You may evaluate multiple locations with a single form if the planned fleet operating profile is the same at each location and the locations are served by the same electric company. If additional space is needed for any question, please attach additional sheets.

- This template is NOT intended to replace the standard service request form of any given electric company. Additional paperwork may be required to initiate a formal service request.

- This template may be updated periodically. Please check for the latest version here: [https://www.eei.org/issuesandpolicy/electrictransportation/Documents/ElectricServiceEvaluationTemplate.pdf](https://www.eei.org/issuesandpolicy/electrictransportation/Documents/ElectricServiceEvaluationTemplate.pdf)

### Contact Information

**Customer.** The customer is typically the organization named on the electric bill.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of organization:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electric company serving the customer:</th>
<th>Service agreement number:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer project lead or primary point of contact:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phone number:</th>
<th>Email address:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Vendor or manufacturer.** If you are a vendor, manufacturer, or design consultant filling out this form on behalf of a customer, please fill out the following information. NOTE: a customer must authorize its electric company to share customer information with third parties. This form does not constitute authorization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of company:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor primary point of contact:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phone number:</th>
<th>Email address:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### Location Information

**Location(s) to be evaluated.** If evaluating a single location, fill out Location 1 and leave the other locations blank. If more than 3 locations are to be evaluated, please attach an additional sheet. **NOTES:** Leased properties may require additional coordination with the property owner. If a location is served by a different electric company, a separate form will be needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street address:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the customer lease this site? (circle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street address:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the customer lease this site? (circle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street address:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the customer lease this site? (circle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Site diagram:** Please attach to this form a site diagram for each location to be evaluated that identifies where the vehicles are expected to charge. This can be a simple aerial photo (e.g., Google maps) with markings added to indicate parking/charging location.
Vehicle and Operating Profile Information

Operating profiles of vehicles planned to charge at this location. Please complete a row for each of the unique daily operating profiles for the vehicles that will charge at this location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Make and Model</th>
<th>Battery capacity (kWh)</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Est. Driving Start and End Time(s) (e.g., 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)</th>
<th>Est. Parking Start and End Time(s) (e.g., 5 p.m. to 9 a.m.)</th>
<th>Est. Charge Duration (hrs.)</th>
<th>Est. Daily Mileage (mi.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total vehicles charging at this location</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Procurement plan. For each of the vehicles that will charge at this location, please specify the anticipated timing of delivery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Make and Model</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Order placed? (YES or NO)</th>
<th>Anticipated delivery date (mm/dd/yyyy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Procurement plans within the next 5 years. If you are planning to procure additional vehicles to charge at this location over the next 5 years, please describe the type, quantity, and anticipated timing for delivery of these vehicles below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Make and Model</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Estimated timing for delivery (month or year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sustainability goals. Does your organization have any longer-term sustainability or environmental goals that may lead to procuring more electric vehicles in the future? If so, please describe below.
Preparing to Plug In Your Fleet: 10 Things to Consider

Charging Information

**Charging equipment.** If you know the type of charging equipment that will be used at this location, please identify the charging equipment and associate it with the operating profile(s) from Question 4. Each operating profile should have at least one charging equipment type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charging Equipment Make and Model</th>
<th>Maximum Rated Power (kW)</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Operating profile(s) from Question 4 for which this equipment will be used (e.g., 1, 2, 3, or 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Charging profile.** If the vehicle manufacturer and/or charging equipment vendor has provided an expected charging profile (or “load profile”) for the vehicle(s) and operating profile(s) described on this form, please attach it to this form.

**Separate service for charging.** Are you considering connecting your vehicles to the existing building electrical service, or dedicating a separate electrical service to vehicle charging? NOTE: The electric company may have a recommendation or requirement based on the electrical service needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service preference? (circle)</th>
<th>CONNECT TO EXISTING BUILDING SERVICE</th>
<th>NEW ELECTRIC SERVICE FOR VEHICLE CHARGING</th>
<th>NOT SURE/NO PREFERENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Managed charging.** Are you planning or interested in scheduling or otherwise managing vehicle charging at this location? If so, please briefly describe the approach below.

**Self-generation and storage.** Are you planning or interested in integrating on-site electricity generation (e.g., solar) and/or energy storage at this location? If so, please briefly describe the approach below.
The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) is the association that represents all U.S. investor-owned electric companies. Our members provide electricity for about 220 million Americans, and operate in all 50 states and the District of Columbia. As a whole, the electric power industry supports more than 7 million jobs in communities across the United States. In addition to our U.S. members, EEI has more than 65 international electric companies, with operations in more than 90 countries, as International Members, and hundreds of industry suppliers and related organizations as Associate Members.
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For more information, visit our Web site at www.eei.org.
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